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Abstract
Estimating the parameters of the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross square root model from
discrete data requires a representation of this system sampled at uniform intervals.
In this paper, we use the principle of covariance equivalence to find such a discrete
model. The parametric relations between the continuous and the discrete
representations are established. The least squares method is used to estimate the
parameters from past rates on Canadian Government 3-month T-Bills. We
compare our approach with another discrete model proposed by others.
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Rhme’
L’estimation des parametres du modcle de Cox-Ingersoll-Ross sur base dc
donnees discrbtes demande une representation du systcme discretise a des
intervalles uniformes. Dans cet article, nous utilisons le principe dc I’equivalencc
de la covariance pour trouver un modele discret. Les relations entre les parametres
du modele discret et du modele continu sont determinces. La methode dcs
moindres carres est utilisee pour estimer les parametres sur base des taux pass&
des bons du Tresor B 3 mois du gouvernement canadien. Nous comparons notre
mtthode avec un autre modbie propose par des auteurs diffcrcnts.
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1. Introduction.

The model of Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (1985) for the short interest rate
has been studied and used in many papers.Some papers present results
about the processand/or about some of its applications assuming that its
parametersarc known, One example is the paper by Deelstra and Dclbacn
(1994).
Other papersare concernedwith the estimation of the parametersfrom
past data and the comparison of different models basedon how well they
capturethe dynamics of the short-tcnn interest rate. Chan et al. (1992) is a
paperaboutthe empirical comparisonof models.
When using discretedata for estimating the parametersof a continuous
model, one needsa discreterepresentationof the process.Some authorsUSC
what we will call a simple discrctisation of the Cox-Ingersoll-Rossmodel.
For refcrcnces,set Chanet al. (1992).
An altcmativc and useful way of looking at the problem is to consider
that the continuousprocessis being sampledat, say uniform intervals. From
this point of view, the observed discrete process should have the same
expectedvalue, variance and distribution as the continuous process at all
sampling times.
In this paper,WCwill use the principle of covarianceequivalenceto
find a discrete representationof the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross model. This
principle requiresthat the first two moments of both the discrete and the
continuousmodels be equal. It is presentedin Pandit and Wu (1983) and
usedfor Gaussianprocessesby Parker(1995).
The layout of the paperis as follows. In section 2, we recall the CoxIngersoll-Rosssquare root model. For convenience,we also introduce a
centeredversion of it. The expectedvalue and autocovariancefunction of
the processareobtained.
In section 3, we consider two discrete models as possible sampled
reprcscntations of the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross model. One is the simple
discretisationand the other is the covarianceequivalent discretisation. We
also establish the parametric relations between the continuous and the
discretemodels.
Three methods of estimation of the parametersof the Cox-IngcrsollRossmodel arepresentedin section4. We useleast squaresestimatesof the
parametersof the discretemodels.
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In section 5, past monthly rateson CanadianGovernment3-month TBills over a period of 165 months are used to illustrate theseLhreemethods
of estimation.
Section 6 containsa few remarksand our conclusion.
2. The centered Cox-Ingersoll-Ross model.
Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (1985) rcprcscntedthe dynamics of the short
interestrate r: by the stochasticdiffcrcntial equation:
(1) dr: = ~(y -r:)dt + ofidBt,
where K,‘)’ and CYare positive constantsand where (Qx,, is a Brownian
motion.
This model, referredto as the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross(CIR) squareroot
model, has some good properties.First, the interestralcs arc continuousand
remain positive. Moreover, for 2Ky 2 0’ the interest rates do not reach
zero. Second,the volatility is proportional to the short interest rates.Third,
the short interest ratesareelastically pulled to the constantlong-term value
Y.
For convenience, we introduce the shifted short interest rate
rt = r,* - y . The process rt is then centeredaround y and the long-term
return converges almost everywhere to zero (see Deelstra and Delbacn,
1994).For the remaining of this paperwe will study r, insteadof rt* . Their
expectedvaluessimply differ by y and their autocovariancefunctions arethe
same.
In this section, we derive the first two momentsof Ihe centeredshort
interest rate rl. The processr1 satisfiesthe stochasticdiffcrcntial equation
(2) dr, = -Kr,dt + O,/GdB,
,
with initial condition rO.
Its solution is given by:
rl = Pro

+ Ge-Kfji?“,/~dB,,

.

0

The expectedvalue immediately follows:
(3) E[r,]= em”%,.
The covariancebetweenrt and r, can be obtainedfrom
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cov(rt,rs)=E[(r,-E[r$r. -E[c)].

Substitutingthe solution of the centeredstochasticdifferential equation
minus its expectedvalue gives
cov(r,,r,)=

E c~,-~‘~~~“Jr,+ydB,

)(cwm~eK”~~dBv)].

0

By stochasticcalculus we obtain, for 0 I s 2 t ,
s
2
-K(s’t)~e2KvE[rv
+ y]dv.
cov(r,,r,)= G e
0

Usin& the expressionfor the expectedvalue, this becomes
s
cov(r,,rg)= (r2e-K’s+t)j e2fl(e-Kvro+ 7 )dv .
0

Integrating,we find

--Kt -K(S+t)
2 e-K@-s)
_ e-K@+s)
y, sit.
-e
r. +0
K
2K
The varianceimmediately follows:

(5) cov(rt,r,)=

cr2 e

2

(6)

Var [r,l=$(2ro

+y)em2” +(JY~~-” +$.
K
The stationary variance is found by taking the limit for t going to
infinity in the expressionof the variance,i.c.
(7)

lim Var [rl] = 5.
1-m

3. Discretisation of the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross model.
In this section, we consider two models as candidatesfor the discrete
representationof the CIR model sampledat uniform intervals. Our analysis
is basedon the principle of covarianceequivalenceas describedby Pandit
and Wu (1983) and used for Gaussian first and second order stochastic
differential equationsby Parker (1995). By this principle, WCtry to match
the first two moments of the CIR model with thoseof a discretemodel at all
sampling times.
We first considera simple discretisationof the continuous CIR model
found in the literature.Secondly, we proposeanotherdiscretemodel which
has the sameexpectedvalue and autocovariancefunction as the continuous
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CIR model. We also establish the parametric relations between the
continuousand discreterepresentations.
3.1 A simple discretisation.
Since the continuous centeredintcrcst rate is dctincd by the stochastic
differential equation
dr, = --Kr,dt + o,/RdB,,
we proposethe following simple discrctisation:
t=1239 v-9.*.
r, =fpr,-, +o,Jr,+rul,
(8)
with for all t, a, a standard Normal variable (N(O,l)), independent of
(aili I t - 1) and with @ and (3, positive constants.$ representsa kind of
drift rate and (TV is a diffusion parameter.This model is consistentwith the
non-centeredmodel usedby others.See,for example,Chanct al. (1992).
By recursion,(8) is equivalentto
f-l

t

= 1,2,3)... .

The expectedvalue easily follows:
(9) E[q]= (fro.
Substituting the simple discrctisedprocessminus its expectedvalue in
(4) gives us the expression:
covby-J=

E

t-1

s-1

C~i~..Jr,,+ya,-iC~‘o~~~a,-j
i=O

j=O

Since the at’s areindependentlyand identically distributed as standard
Normal variables, the expected value is only different from zero if
t-i= s-j
or i =
+j. Therefore, we are left with only one
summation, andfor s I t , we have

t-s

s-1

cov(rt,rs)=

CQ’-~+~~O~E[~~-~-,+y].
j=O

Substituting the expressionfor the expectedvalue, we get
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S-l

cov(rl,rS)= C+r-s+2j0~(~s-j-1r0 +y)
j=O

s-l
=

f+i-lo

ire

s-1
+CQkr+zjo

D
j=O

fr

.

j=O

And expandingthesegeometricsums gives
I--~”
+$‘-kJ:y~,
(10) cov(r,,r,)= ~‘-1(3~ro1-o
The varianceis then,
(11)

Var[rJ= ~‘-‘~~r,‘-“‘+~~yX
1-Q
andthe stationaryvarianceis, for Q < 1,

liimVar[rt]

l-q2

sit.

’

= 2-k

l-$2.
In order to obtain parametric relations between the continuous CIR
model and the discretemodel defined by (8), we equatethe expectedvalues
andthe stationaryvariances.
For the expectedvalue of the CIR model (2) to be equal to the one of
the discretemodel (8) for all t, we must have (see(3) and (9)):
(12) $ = eeK.
The stationaryvariancefor the continuousCIR processis
!iTr Var [r,]= $
andthat of the discretemodel (8) is
lii,Var[rJ

= J&-

1-Q” *
Consequently,we requirethat
1-Q
2 1-eW2K
(13) o,z=c?~=G
F.
Although we have obtained explicit parametric relations, the result is
not satisfactory.A substitution of theserelations in the covariancesof the
continuous and simple discretisation models reveals that thesecovariances
arenot equal for all (s,t).
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3.2 A covariance equivalent discretisation.
We now considerthe following discretemodel:
(14)

r, =@-,-,

t=123
1 , 9-a.

+o,

again with for all t,a, a standardNormal variable (N(O,l)), independentof
(aili It - 1) and with Q and (T, positive constants.
This discreteprocesscan also be written in a recursiveway:
r, = Q’r, + CQ’O
;I;
ai-

a,-,

The expectedvalue is the sameasabove,i.e.
E[r,]= $‘ro.
Therefore, the same parametric relation, $ = emK, must hold for the
continuousand the discreteprocessesto havethe sameexpcctcdvalue.
To obtain the covariance between r, and rs , we substitute the
discretisedprocessandits expectedvalue in (4), asfollows
cov(rt,rs)= E[(rl--E[rt])(rs -E[r,b]

As above, most terms equal zero, by the indcpcndcnccof the N(O,l)
distributed a,‘~ and this double summation simplifies to:
cov(rt,rs)=
Substituting the expectedvalue, WChind
cov(rt,rs)=

C@‘-s+2i0
1;;
:[$?g),
S-l

=

+Y j

s-l w’+i olr, +C Qt-s+2i0~y.
c
ix0

1 +Q

i=O
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Finally, we obtain the following expression for the autocovariance
function:
1-Q”
1 -$2s
sSt
(15) cov(r,,rs ) = 2()‘oZr, y+(POfYl-Q2 ’
l-4)
and the varianceis found by substituting t = s,
(16)
Note that this varianceis different than (1 l), the variance for the model
dcfincd in (8).
Taking the limit of (16) as t tendsto infinity, WChave,
ti,m Var[r,]

= ofr
1-Q’

*

Thus, the stationaryvarianceof (14) is the same as that of the simple
discretemodel (8) (see(12)).
So the secondzparametric
relationis unchanged(see(13)) andit is:

We will now check that the covarianceof this discrete model (14)
equalsthe covarianceof the continuousCIR model for all t and s . Let us
startwith (15), the covariancein this discretisedcase:

If

WC substitute our
-

parametric relations,

$ = e-”

, we find

Simplifying this expression,gives us:
2 e-Kt

--K(t-s)

-e-K(s+t)

r. +c3

2e

_ e-Kk+s)

YT
2K
which is the covarianceof the continuousCIR model, see(5).
(5

K

and
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We then conclude that we found a discretisationof the CIR model so
that the first moment and the autocovariancefunction are equal for all
sampling limes. Further, we found the parametric relations bctwccn the
continuous model and the discrete one. For this reason,WC suggest that
model (14) be referredto as the covarianceequivalentdiscretercprescntation
of the CIR model.
It should bc acknowledged, unfortunately, that the CIR model is
distributed as a non-central x’variablc and that matching the first two
moments dots not necessarilymatch the distributions (as in the Gaussian
case). So the distribution of the covariance equivulcnt discrete process
defined in (14) might be different than the non-centralx’ distribution of the
CIR model but at least they have the same expected value and
autocovariancefunction at all sampling times.
An intuitive and admittedly rather imprecise explanation for the
presenceof the coefficient, 2@/(1+$),multiplying r0 in the squareroot term
of (14) is the following. For the continuous model, the instantaneous
variance of the Noise process is 0 2(r, +r) at time 0 and it changes
gradually to D 2(r] + y ) at time 1. In the discrete model presentedin (14)
this variance term is constant at 05 (rO+y) betweentime 0 and time 1.
The parametric relation (13) capturesthe global impact of the volatility term
of the continuous model over the interval and translatesit into a one time
impact at the end of the interval for the discrete model. This relation was
obtained for a constant volatility term (set chapter 6 of Pandit and Wu
1983), so it applies to the y portion. For the r0 portion, the fact that the
volatility changesin the continuousmodel must bc rcflcctcd in the discrete
representation.And this cannot be accomplished by parametric relations
alone. Note that if the process is stationary and r,>O, the volatility is
expectedto decreaseduring the interval, so the adjustment should bc less
than one. For a stationaryprocess,we have 4~1. This implies that 2$/( l+$)
is lessthan 1 as expected.A similar reasoningapplieswhen -y< r, ~0.
Since the models defined by (8) and (14) havedifferent dynamics, they
will produce different results when used as approximations of the CIR
model. In practice, the difference is even compoundedby the fact that a
given seriesof datawill producedifferent parameterestimatesdependingon
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which of (8) or (14) is used. These aspects and olhcrs arc addrcsscd briclly
in the next sections.

4. Estirnntirlg the parmneters of the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross model.
Suppose WC want to cstimatc the paramctcrs of the CIR model from
discrctc data and USCthose paramctcrs in the bond price li~rmula of Pitman
and Yor (1982).
The first step is naturally to cstimntc the parameters of a discrctc
rcprcscntation of the CIR model. WC chose to USCthe least squares method
to cstimatc the paramctcrs of the discrctc model. Note that one could USC a
diffcrcnt estimation method such as the method of’ maximum likelihood or
the gcncralizcd method of moments.
Our least squares cstimatc of $ is the value that minimizes the residual
sum 0rsquares,

where N is the number

of observations

and the residuals,

CTi u,” , arc

calculated from the data according to the specific model used.
For the simple discrctisation

(8), we have

For the covariancc equivalent discrctisation

(14), WC have

Finally, the Icast squares cstimatc of 0 t is given by RSS/(N- 1).
WC now consider three ways of obtaining some paramctcr estimates for
the CIR model.
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4.1 Simple discretisation and same parameters (Method I).
Chan et al. (1992) use the discrete model (8) while keeping the same
parametersin both the discreteand continuousprocesses.This suggeststhat,
in our notation, they find an estimate for 0 and then use ~=l-Q. Also, they
use O:. = <r . WC will usethis asour first method.
On page 1213 of their paper they acknowlcdgc that this is “only an
approximation of the continuous-timespecification” andthat the error is “of
second-orderimportance if changesin r arc measuredover short periods of
time”.
If the time unit of t is small, the approximation will bc good, even if
we use annualizedrates. In this case, K will be rclativcly small and from
$ = ewK which preservesthe expectedvalue in the continuousmodel, we
will have 0 = 1-K . Also, if K is small, (13) will give CT(1= 0 .

4.2 Simple discretisation and parametric relations (Method 2).
For our second method, we will use (17) and (18) to estimate the
parameters$ and (J~ of the model defined by (8) and use the parametric
relations (12) and(13) to find K and o.
4.3 Covariance equivalent discretisation (Method 3).
As a third method, we will considerusing (17) and (19) to estimatethe
parameters$ and 0 (1of the covarianceequivalentdiscrctcmodel defined in
(14) and then usethe parametricrelations(12) and (13) to find K and <r.
5. Results.
We will illustrate the three methods presentedin the previous section
by applying them to data consisting of (annualized)rates on Canadian
Government 3-month T-Bills for 165 months coveringthe period of January
1981until September1994.The ratescan be found in Table Fl of the Bank
of Canada Review.

The resultsfor the threemethodsof estimation of the parametersof the
CIR model arc presentedin Table 1. The least squaresestimates of the
parametersof the discretemodel usedare also given.
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Table 1. ParameterEstimatesfor the CIR Model.
Canadian3-monthT-Bills, 01/198l-09/1 994.

We can seefrom Table 1 that the choice of a discrete representationis
important. The estimate for K is quite different when model (14) is used
instead of model (8). Note that those parametersare expressedin monthly
units since we usedmonthly data. For example,with method 3, the process
will tend towardsits long-term mean, y, at a rate of .O14times its distance
from y eachmonth.
In Table 2, we presentthe expectedvalue and standarddeviation of the
CIR processfor each of the three setsof paramctcrsgiven in Table 1. The
cxpcctcd value is given by (3) plus y and the variance is given by (6). We
chose the starting value r,=.O52, the last rate in our data set (September
1994).For y WCuse the averageof the 165monthly values,i.e. .09948.
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Table 2. ExpectedValue and StandardDeviation (sd)

of the CIR model with y,,=.052 andy=.O9948.
Method 1

Time

E [cl

(in Months)

1

1
2
6
12
24
60
120
240
600

.053 142
.054257
.058453
.064029
.073010
.088462
.096923
.099342
1 .099480

44
.005 159
.007248
.012233
.016659
.021925
.028674
.031699
.032504
1 .032549

I

Method 2

E[cl

sd[r,I

.053156
.054284
.058527
.064 157
.073201
.088660
.097014
.099352
1 .099480

.005222
.007336
.012378
.016849
.022 157
.028925
.03 1924
.032706
1 .032748

Method 3

+-f I
.052684
.053358
.055960
.059589
.065966
.079605
.091160
.098022
1 .099472

44
.005236
.007375
.012577
.017383
.023511
.032844
SO38906
a42040
1 .042667

As expected,we can seethat methods 1 and 2 producesimilar results.
Recall that method I is a good approximation of method 2 when K is small.
Method 3 produces expected future short-term rates that arc slower to
approach y. And it produces larger standard deviations although the
volatility parameterCJis very comparableto the one of method 2. This is
causedby the presenceof a smaller K in (6).
Next we will evaluate the bond price formula of Pitman and Yor
(1982):

(cosh(wt / 2) +
where x=r,

(K

/ w)sinh(wt / 2))F

’

and w=~/K~+~cF~.

Since this formula assumesannualratesandannualizedparameters,we
need to adapt our parameter values before evaluating it. This is
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accomplishedby multiplying K by 12 and by multiplying (3by fi.
Note
that the adjustmentsin the parametersof the discrete models would be
different. In fact, t$should be raisedto the power 12 and CJD should be such
that the stationary varianceis unchangedafter the changein the time unit.
That is, (3c1 should be multiplied by (‘-@y-,?)i

using the

unadjustedvalue of @.
The bondprices for different maturities arepresentedin Table 3.
Table 3. Bond Prices
using the CIR model with r, =.052 andy=.O9948.

This showsthe importance of the discretemodel used.The bond prices
of method 3 are larger than those of the other two methods. This is caused
by the smaller value of K andthe fact that r0 is smaller than y.
Had r0 beenlarger than y, method 3 (always with K smaller than in
methods 1 and 2) would have produced smaller bond prices for short
maturities and larger bond prices for large maturities. This is illustrated in
Table 4 where r0 was set at .152.
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Table 4. Bond Prices

using the CIR model with r,,=. 152andy=.O9948.

6. Remarks and conclusion.
In this contribution, we compareda simple discretisationmethodwith a
covariance equivalent discretisation of the CIR square root model. The
parametric relations were established.The simple model (8) has the same
expectedvalue and stationary variance as the continuous model (2). The
covarianceequivalentmodel (14) has the samefirst two moments as model
(2) at all sampling times. For this reason,we suggestthat model (14) be
usedas a discreterepresentationof the continuousmodel (2).
An interesting questionnot addressedhereis whetherthe two models,
(2) and (14), have the same distribution at all sampling times. This will be
the subject of further investigation by the authors.Since it is known that I
model (2) has a non-centralX2 distribution, the big questionis whether(14)
hasthe samedistribution or not.
We also illustrated that although models (8) and (14) look alike, they
can product significantly different estimatesfor the parametersof the CIR
model. Consequently,they can lead to different conclusionswhen usedwith
known resultsaboutthe CIR model suchas the bondprice formula (20).
We point out that we do not claim that model (14) necessarilycaptures
the dynamics of short interest ratesbcttcr than model (8). This is likely to
dependon the dataused.For example,data for diffcrcnt Treasurybill yields
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and/or diffcrcnt periods may call for a diffcrcnt model if goodness-of-fit is
our goal.
WC merely argue that when the short-term interest is assumed to follow
a CIR square root model, the covariance cquivalcnt discrctisation is more
appropriate then the simple discrctisation.
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